Appendix III:
Global Hotspots: Foreign Govt.-Sponsored Int’l Education Zones

**Education City, QATAR:** est in 2006, seven US and European universities offer undergrad and graduate degree programs: Carnegie-Mellon, Northwestern, Texas A&M, Cornell Medical School, Univ College London, Georgetown, Virginia Commonwealth

**Abu Dhabi, UAE:** UAE govt. is providing large financial incentives to NYU and other top US universities to establish degree-granting campuses on Saadiyat Island. NYU was given $50M upfront grant. UAE hired SF-based Keystone Strategy to advise on multi-year project.

**Iskandar, MALAYSIA:** vast multi-use complex scheduled for completion in 2025, with aim of attracting foreign investments. Second-tier Australian and other foreign degree programs in engineering, film, medicine. Projections for 12,000 students.

**Shanghai:** Pudong Govt. is funding new NYU residential college with ECNU (2013 opening). MIT is discussing new campus initiative with multiple districts. Minhang District is establishing new international education zone adjacent to high-tech park, and in discussions with UC-Berkeley, MIT, Columbia, and other graduate programs.

**Songdo, S. KOREA:** Korean central govt. established Songdo Int’l Education Park in 2007. Yonsei Univ. has largest presence. $500M campus to be completed in 2012 for undergraduate programs. Samsung Corp. recently announced large-scale strategic investment in biopharma complex in Songdo.

**Singapore:** high concentration of foreign universities offering degree programs and research centers, including MIT, Cornell Hospitality, NYU Law, Duke Medical, Harvard’s JFK, Johns Hopkins, Tsinghua, PKU, IIT-India, McGill, Nottingham, Univ. of Basel, King’s College, Heidelberg, UNC, Georgia Inst of Tech, Australian Nat Univ. Yale Univ. will establish 4-year liberal arts degree and residential college with NUS.